Abstract. In security too often services are understood not from first principles but via characteristic mechanisms used for their delivery. Access control had got tied up with DAC, MAC, RBAC and reference monitors. With developments in distributed systems security and with the opening of the Internet for commercial use new classes of access control mechanisms became relevant that did not fit into the established mold. Trust Management was coined as a term unifying the discussion of those mechanisms. We view trust as a placeholder that had its use in driving this research agenda, but argue that trust is so overloaded that it is now an impediment for further progress. Our petition asks for a return to access control and proposes a new framework for structuring investigations in this area.
Services and Mechanisms
From communications security we get the important conceptual distinction between security services and security mechanisms [7] . A service describes security goals that should be achieved at a generic, implementation independent level. A mechanism is an implementation of a security service. Implementations may reflect specific requirements of a class of applications or specific features of a technology.
This distinction is useful, although sometimes difficult to maintain in practice when services become equated with the characteristic (sic!) mechanisms used for their delivery. This has led to definitions such as "authentication is what authentication protocols do". There is a further problem. In case a service is too closely tied to its 'old' mechanisms and the applications or the technology changes, the service may get renamed just to break clear of its past implementations although the security goals have actually not changed.
In an early attempt to define the yet nascent field of informatics, Zemanek followed Mephistopheles from Goethe's Faust when making the salient point that we need words for discussing emerging phenomena before they are truly understood [17] . The terms coined at that stage are placeholders, yet without precise meaning, just vehicles for moving the discussion along. Zemanek concluded that the new word 'informatics' was such a placeholder. In security, a similar pattern can be observed when old mechanisms become insufficient and have to be substituted by something new, but it is not yet fully determined what the new solution should provide.
Access Control
Access control is one of the security services listed in [7] .
Access control: provides protection against unauthorised use of resources.
From the 1970s on, the corresponding security mechanism was a reference monitor enforcing security policies that referred to user identities or to security labels. The former policies were called discretionary access control (DAC), the latter mandatory access control (MAC) [1] . The reference monitor was implemented by the security kernel. On a historic note, trusted operating systems in the 1980s were those that supported multi-level security based on security labels.
By the mid 1990s access control by DAC and MAC, which had deep roots in the US defense sector, showed itself unsuitable for the commercial applications that came to dominate the use of IT. In role-based access control (RBAC) security policies refer to functional roles in an organisation, not to user identities or to security labels [14] .
The Internet had been opened to commercial use in the early 1990s creating opportunities for Internet-based interactions between organisations. Before, access control was a purely local service, both with respect to the setting of policies and with respect to their enforcement. Exposure to the Internet led to demands for new kinds of access control. In particular, there were fundamental changes in the enforcement of security policies.
Trust Management
In 1996 Blaze et al. introduced the term Trust Management for access control in this new environment [3] . As stated in [2] :
Trust management, introduced in the PolicyMaker system, is a unified approach to specifying and interpreting security policies, credentials, and relationships.
As a service, Trust Management is nothing else but access control 1 . As a mechanism, it is a distinctive departure from the past.
As a service, access control is a system for describing and interpreting policies that regulate access to resources. Policies refer to attributes. There is no inherent limitation on the attributes that can be used for access control. User identities and security labels were just two instances of convenient attributes. Attribute values (evidence) should not be taken on trust and have to be authenticated.
Authentication: decides whether to accept or reject claimed evidence provided with an access request.
In the past the main policy attribute was the user identity. From that time, authentication can be narrowly understood as the verification of a claimed user identity. In the past, evidence was verified locally. Now, verification might be 'delegated' to some other entity which then advises on the validity of an attribute value. Attributes thus have a value and a source. Authentication is split into the verification of the attribute value, possibly performed externally, and the local verification of the source of the advice received from an external entity. The SAML specification refers to trust when discussing the use of XML Signatures for origin authentication [13] .
Authentication was once reserved for origin authentication, as in obtaining the source of the request is called 'authentication' [12] . Now, a new term is needed for the verification of an attribute value. In code-based access control, for example, code-identity authentication goes beyond verifying the source of code [11] .
Access control also includes the step where for a given request a decision is made based on the current policy and on the evidence presented. KeyNote calls this step compliance checking [2] . In the past, this step was called authorisation. As put famously in [12] , access control = authentication + authorisation.
In common use of English people are authorised but requests (transactions) are approved. Hence, we may put instead access control = authentication + approval. Figure 1 captures the new view of access control. A Policy Decision Point (PDP) receives a request together with a set of attributes. The request may arrive within a session. For externally verified evidence, the source of evidence has to be authenticated. Locally verifiable evidence is directly authenticated. The session identifier may associate the request with further local evidence, e. g. with the identity of an authenticated user who had established the session. Once authentication is completed, the PDP decides whether to approve the request.
Trust and Authorisation
Descriptions of access control mechanisms explain how a request will be approved in accordance with the given policy. Such explanations state how attributes are authenticated, how the applicable policy rules are found, and how those rules are to be interpreted. Such descriptions do not explain how the policy came into existence in the first place. The act of defining a policy can be called authorisation. A policy based on user identities can authorize a user to perform certain actions; a policy based on roles can do the same for the functional roles in an organisation. The SAML specification refers once more to trust when discussing authorisation.
When determining what issuers to trust, particularly in cases where the assertions will be used as inputs to authentication or authorization [approval in the terminology proposed above] decisions, the risk of security compromises arising from the consumption of false but validly issued assertions is a large one [13] .
An organisation has some rationale for setting its policy. A good example for such a rationale is the need-to-know principle; users and roles must be enabled to perform the actions expected from them. A policy is set by assigning access rights (permissions) to principals such as users, roles, code, web sites, etc. When 'trust' is used to capture the scope of access rights granted, e. g. as in code with more trust is allowed to do more on your machine [11] , language suggests that access rights are granted because an entity is trusted in an anthropomorphic meaning of the word.
It is plausible that trust in a person or in an institution and the access rights granted are correlated. In the social fabric of an organisation decision makers will appoint people they trust to positions of responsibility. Equally, appointment of contractors will relate to trust established earlier. We are, however, departing from access control when speculating about the reasons driving decisions within an organisation. In this context, a mixture of competence, reliability, cost, and personal allegiance will play its role. There exists advice for organisations on how to best balance these various factors in their decisions, and one should note that when too much emphasis is placed on personal allegiance and family ties, trust just becomes another word for nepotism. 
Weighing Evidence
It is desirable that a security policy should be complete; for each request and for each viable combination of attribute values there should be a defined decision. Moreover, all the policy rules ought in principle be accredited by management. In a setting with a rich collection of attributes dealing with each possible case individually becomes unmanageable. An alternative approach discussed in [9] structures access control as follows.
-Each piece of evidence gets assigned a granted weight; the weight may reflect the trustworthiness of evidence. -An algorithm for combining the weights of different pieces of evidence is defined; in the simple most case, weights are just added up. -Each request gets assigned a required weight.
-A request is approved if the combined granted weight of the evidence presented exceeds the required threshold.
The weights assigned to evidence might be called trust but this term evokes an interpretation that is not necessary. Weight of evidence is an established concept, as are decision processes that require judge or jury to move beyond reasonable doubt when finding their verdict. Practical validation of the approach to access control sketched here still is an open challenge.
Reputation as an Attack Vector
It has been proposed to use reputation (a.k.a. trust) as an attribute for access control, see e. g. [4, 5, 10, 15, 16] . This approach is problematic for two reasons. First, we have to deal with the authentication of this attribute. When reputation scores are computed locally we can believe what we see but still should account for imperfections in our observations. When reputation scores are received as recommendations from third parties, we need a policy for accepting external evidence. We may take the ratings from certain entities on trust. Alternatively, we could iterate the process and rate a party's reputation as a recommender; we could, for example, compare recommendations received with our own observations and trust recommenders that share our bias. There is a second problem. The use of reputation inherently assumes that the past is a good predictor for future behaviour. Note that prediction need not be deterministic and can very well incorporate probabilistic reasoning. This places us in the domain of reliability; we get meaningful guarantees as long as we have a reasonable statistical model for an entity's behaviour. By the same measure, we do not have a security mechanism. Intentional attacks do not follow established statistical patterns.
To the contrary, when we rely on reputation for access control we open ourselves to attacks known as confidence fraud. The attacker follows a course of action that leads to a good reputation score and then strikes at a convenient moment. eBay is often quoted as an example for the successful deployment of reputation systems, usually without giving a definition for success. In reality, eBay's reputation system could be gamed and was, e. g., modified in 2008 to deal with some of the more blatant misuses 2 . If reputation-based access control is to be taken seriously as a security mechanism, it has to be subjected to proper security analysis. Reputation-based systems are usually assessed via simulations, und usually the adversaries deviate at random from the correct behaviour. Such an approach is suitable for a reliability analysis. It is fundamentally flawed in the context of security. A security analysis deserving its name is a min-max method that first looks at the maximal damage an attacker can cause for a specific defence (within given assumptions on attack patterns of interest) and then searches for the defence that minimizes the maximal damage.
Occam's Razor
Our discussion of access control has encountered seven forms of trust:
-Trust as an indicator for multi-level security and mandatory access control.
-Trust as a synonym for access rights, such as in trusted code or in semitrusted code. -Trust as origin authentication (trust in an assertion) -Trust as a policy rule to accept evidence from a third party (trust in an issuer/recommender, delegation of authentication). -Trust as a rationale for assigning access rights.
-Trust as a weight of evidence.
-Trust as a synonym for reputation.
Occam's razor has been expressed as pluralitas non est ponenda sine necessitate (plurality should not be posited without necessity).
There is no necessity to use a term like trust that has such a plurality of meanings, a point that had been elaborated in more detail in [8] .
The Petition
Influential work on access control was published in the 1970s and 1980s. Commercial use of the Internet then changed the context for access control and it became apparent that the old security mechanism had reached their limits. Trust management was forged as a new term. As put by Joan Feigenbaum, one of its creators:
Trust management is supposed to be an incredibly vague and provocative term invented by Matt Blaze. I don't know whether he intended it that way, but it comes natural to him [6] .
